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Fire Pits and Burners
When you're entertaining outdoors, create unique spaces that
will make your guests want to linger longer-Fire pits and
fireplaces will do that and more as they act as a natural
gathering space and become instant conversation starters .
Choose from cl ever or classic finishes (or even try mixing it up
a little), in made-to-match colors that harmonize perfectly with
our other stone features. Whether you're seeking clean and
contemporary lines, rustic earthy inspiration, or traditional
outdoor spaces, evenings by the fire never looked so good

Techo-Bloc

https://www.techo-bloc.com/shop/fire-pits/


Brandon - Techo-bloc

Brick-covered outdoor fire pit. Available in
square or rectangular shape (ready to
assemble with steel insert).

Fire Pits and Burners

Manchester - Techo-bloc

Large wood-burning outdoor fireplace in
stone.

Prescott - Techo-bloc

Stacked-stone covered backyard fire pit.
Wood-burning, natural gas or propane
compatible with steel insert

Raffinato - Techo-bloc

Modern concrete fire pit for patios. Wood-
burning, natural gas or propane compatible
with steel insert.

Valencia - Techo-bloc

Round-shaped stone patio fire pit available in
multiple colors (steel insert sold seperately).

Crossfire Burner Kit - Circular -
Techo-bloc

An all-brass fire pit burner using cutting-edge
technology to produce a taller, brighter, fuller
fla me. Designed for standard sized circular
fire features.



Crossfire Burner Kit - Rectangle
Techo-bloc

An all-brass fire pit burner using cutting-edge
technology to produce a taller, brighter, fuller
flame. Designed for standard sized
rectangular fire features.

Fire Pits and Burners

Crossfire Burner Kit - Square
Techo-bloc

An all-brass fire pit burner using cutting-edge
technology to produce a taller, brighter, fuller
fla me. Designed for standard sized square
fire features.



Cast Stone Wall Round
Fire Pit Kit

EP Henrry

https://ephenry.com/products/cast-stone-wall-fire-pit-kit/
Rectangle

FreeText
EP Henry



SUMMARY

EP Henry Cast Stone Wall Fire Pit Kits make any backyard a year-
round gathering spot with the beautiful look of natural stone.
 
PRODUCT NOTES
Blocks are not fire-rated. Do not burn fires without protective bowl
or other fire-rated insert. Do not overfill the bowl. Firewood should
be contained within the closed spark screen.
Fire Pit Kit includes:
• Wall Blocks
• Caps
• 34″ Diameter Copper Bowl
• 36” Diameter Grate for Wood Burning
• 24” Diameter Grate for Cooking
• Poker
• Retractable Metal Mesh Dome
• Installation Guide
OR Order the Low-Smoke Insert Kit:
• 2 piece insert
• lid
(Grate is Optional)



Color Options

Adirondack (Cut Stone Aspen (Cut Stone)
 

Birch (Cut Stone)
 

Breckenridge (Cut Stone)
 

https://ephenry.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/cswadiron_1200x1200-1.jpeg
https://ephenry.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/cswadiron_1200x1200-1.jpeg
https://ephenry.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/cswadiron_1200x1200-1.jpeg
https://ephenry.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/cswadiron_1200x1200-1.jpeg


Color Options

Plymouth (Cut Stone)
 
 

Allegheny (Ledgestone)
 

Aztec (Ledgestone)
 

Plymouth (Ledgestone)
 

https://ephenry.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/cswadiron_1200x1200-1.jpeg
https://ephenry.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/cswadiron_1200x1200-1.jpeg
https://ephenry.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/cswadiron_1200x1200-1.jpeg
https://ephenry.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/01/cswadiron_1200x1200-1.jpeg


Outdoor Fire Pits

Belgard

https://www.belgard.com/products/fire-pit-kits/?_vsrefdom=CXN&gclid=Cj0KCQiAu62QBhC7ARIsALXijXT5NDqtPFlQzy7CwomdOcVf1wmzW3Ud8zo11QK-F2tijV0UoK89D7waAvZ3EALw_wcB&gclsrc=aw.ds


Aspen Stone® Fire Pit - Belgard

Outside is 42” in diameter
Inside is 28” in diameter
Stacks up to 5 courses high (20” tall)

Rustic – Durable – Stone-Textured.
Round Fire Pit Kit:

*Ring cap, bowl, screen and poker sold separately.

Outdoor Fire Pits

Outside is 42” in diameter
Inside is 28” in diameter
Stacks up to 5 courses high (20” tall)

Rustic – Durable – Stone-Textured.
Round Fire Pit Kit:

*Ring cap, bowl, screen and poker sold separately.

Aspen Stone® Fire Pit - Belgard



For those who prefer a cleaner, more contemporary
look, Belgard’s Weston Stone™ Fire Pit Kit offers a
pleasing visual alternative to some of our more
textured products. This stunning fire pit kit is
available in popular color blends developed to
complement most Belgard pavers and retaining wall
types.

Weston Stone™ - Belgard



Outdoor Fire Pits

Unilock



BELLA™ PREBUILT FIREPLACE®

Stacked flagstone has been used for centuries in
small garden walls and pillars. Built from the award-
winning Rivercrest Wall system, the Bella prebuilt
fireplace gives you the character and flexibility of
natural stone with the durability, affordability and
ease of installation of manufactured concrete.

Outdoor Fire Pits

BRUSSELS DIMENSIONAL STONE ®

Brussels Dimensional Stone has the same antiqued
patina as the classic Brussels Block paver. Reflecting
the cues of quarried stone, it brings similar timeless
warmth and relaxed appearance to any project. Its
simple design makes it a popular choice for
constructing garden walls, steps, pillars, outdoor
kitchens and other landscape features. Round or
square firepits can be custom designed using
Brussels Dimensional, or choose a simple-to-
construct, Sunset firepit kit. 



MODA™ PREBUILT FIREPLACE®

The simple, clean lines of Lineo Dimensional Stone
lends a contemporary feel to this prebuilt fireplace.
Unilock pre-built fireplaces are available for order
and can be installed in a day, so you’re able to enjoy
a warm fire right away. The units come complete
with a stainless steel firebox, pipe and metal
termination cap, and are factory made so the look is
consistent with the photo shown.

Outdoor Fire Pits

SUNSET FIREPIT®

Reflecting the cues of quarried stone and featuring
the same antiqued patina as the classic Brussels
Block paver, the Sunset Firepit brings timeless
warmth and a relaxed appearance to any project.



TUSCANY™ PREBUILT FIREPLACE®

Reflecting the cues of quarried stone and featuring
the same antiqued patina as the classic Brussels
Block paver, the Tuscany fireplace brings timeless
warmth and a relaxed appearance to any project.
Unilock pre-built fireplaces are available for order
and can be installed in a day, so you’re able to enjoy
a warm fire right away. The units come complete
with a stainless steel firebox, pipe and metal
termination cap, and are factory made so the look is
consistent with the photo shown.

Outdoor Fire Pits

RIVERCREST® FIREPIT®

Stacked flagstone has been used for centuries in
small garden walls and pillars. Constructed from the
award-winning Rivercrest Wall system, the
Rivercrest Firepit gives you the character and
flexibility of natural stone with the durability,
affordability and ease of installation of
manufactured concrete. Designed with simplicity
and speed in mind, the kit comes complete with a
metal insert and grill.


